
yesterday lunchtime jake eight a packed lunch becos he does’nt 
like shcool dinners

                                                                                     

Yelow dart frogs is extremly poisonus and dangerus creachurs!

                                                                                     

Last night Joe watch a grate football match, on the tellyvishun?

                                                                                     

Fix the Sentence 
Can you help Mr Whoops to fix these sentences?

Activity Mat 1
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Activity Mat 2

The shef mixxed together eggs plane flour sugar and milk to  
create a enormus cake.

                                                                                     

at the super market the peopel, in the queue were begining to feel 
inpatient.

                                                                                     

Is an yung rabbit called a kitten!

                                                                                     

Fix the Sentence 
Can you help Mr Whoops to fix these sentences?
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Activity Mat 3

“Watch what happens next, announced the sensasional 
magicion excitedly”. 

                                                                                     

the Countries flag boasts blue white and red stripes. 
 

                                                                                     

i sumtimes play basketbawl with my neybour becos he were a 
amazing player. 

                                                                                     

Fix the Sentence 
Can you help Mr Whoops to fix these sentences?
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Activity Mat 4

While on a dig, in egipt the professor disearthed treashure from a 
pharaohs tomb.   

                                                                                     

all of the girl’s football skills was inproving in preparition for the 
cup final in too weeks.  

                                                                                     

Theseus shouted franticaly, The mithical beast is in hear!” 

                                                                                     

Fix the Sentence 
Can you help Mr Whoops to fix these sentences?
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Activity Mat 5

Due to, the horrendus whether Rachels’ hole body were shiverin 
incontrollably.  

                                                                                     

As she was a animal lover shamila gentley tickled the cats’ chin? 

 

                                                                                     

“When i grow up I’am going to be a famus sientist, yelled  
natasha confidentally.  
 
                                                                                     

Fix the Sentence 
Can you help Mr Whoops to fix these sentences?

visit twinkl.com



1. yesterday lunchtime jake eight a 
packed lunch becos he does’nt like 
shcool dinners 
Yesterday lunchtime, Jake 
ate a packed lunch because he 
doesn’t like school dinners.

2. Yelow dart frogs is extremly poisonus 
and dangerus creachurs! 
Yellow dart frogs are extremely 
poisonous and dangerous creatures.

3. Last night Joe watch a grate football 
match, on the tellyvishun? 
Last night, Joe watched a great 
football match on the television.

4. The shef mixxed together eggs plane 
flour sugar and milk to create a 
enormus cake.  
The chef mixed together eggs, 
plain flour, sugar and milk to 
create an enormous cake. 

5. at the super market the peopel, in the 
queue were begining to feel inpatient. 
At the supermarket, the people in the 
queue were beginning to feel impatient. 
 
 
  

6. Is an yung rabbit called a kitten! 
Is a young rabbit called a kitten? 

7.  “Watch what happens next, announced 
the sensasional magicion excitedly”. 
“Watch what happens next,” 
announced the sensational 
magician excitedly. 

8. the Countries flag boasts blue white and 
red stripes. 
The country’s flag boasts blue, 
white and red stripes.

9. i sumtimes play basketbawl with 
my neybour becos he were a 
amazing player. 
I sometimes play basketball 
with my neighbour because 
he is an amazing player. 

10. While on a dig, in egipt the professor 
disearthed treashure from a 
pharaohs tomb.   
While on a dig in Egypt, the 
professor unearthed treasure from a 
pharoah’s tomb. 
 
 
 
 

11. all of the girl’s football skills was 
inproving in preparition for the cup final 
in too weeks.  
All of the girls’ football skills 
were improving in preparation 
for the cup final in two weeks. 

12. Theseus shouted franticaly, The mithical 
beast is in hear!” 
Theseus shouted frantically, “The 
mythical beast is in here!”

13. Due to, the horrendus whether Rachels’ 
hole body were shivering incontrollably.  
Due to the horrendous weather, 
Rachel’s whole body was 
shivering uncontrollably. 

14. As she was a animal lover shamila 
gentley tickled the cats’ chin?  
As she was an animal lover, Shamila 
gently tickled the cat’s chin.

15. “When i grow up I’am going to be 
a famus sientist, yelled natasha 
confidentally.   
“When I grow up, I’m going to 
be a famous scientist,” yelled 
Natasha confidently. 

Fix the Sentence Answers
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